
Press Conference: Novel Coronavirus 2019 
January 28, 2020 
 
Call Description: Secretary Alex Azar will hold a press conference alongside Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) Director Robert Redfield, National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Disease (NCIRD) Director Nancy 
Messonnier, and National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) Director Anthony Fauci to provide further 
details on the Department's coordinated public health response to the 2019 Novel Coronavirus. 
 
Replaces daily telebriefing (?) 
 
As of today 5 cases in US reported by CDC 
China reported 4500+ case 
Potentially very serious public health threat, but don’t need to worry about their safety 
Fast moving situation 
 
Part of risk: we’re still learning about the virus, but that doesn’t stop us from responding based on our current 
experience w/ other respiratory viruses 
 
Current assessments based on uncertain denominator 
Our denom = cases in China and other locations 
 Naturally the most severe cases, because they’re the ones who presented for care 
Still tracking speed of spread 
1.5-3.5 r0 for novel coronavirus  
12-18 for measles (comparison) 
China reporting more than 100 deaths (considered high, but cases skewed to more severe) 
Mortality rate may drop over time as we ID more cases 
Working on understanding incubation period – most CoVs = 2-14 days 
Asymptomatic transmission? China reported some evidence of this but still trying to figure this out 
 
Playbook for response: ID cases, isolate people, dx them, treat them, track down contacts, do the same, then repeat w/ 
contacts of contacts as necessary 
 
This is how we’ll answer questions 
CDC offered to send help to China  
US urging for more transparence w/ China’s reports 
Diseases not good at respecting country boundaries 
 
President involved and engaged 
 
Basic precautions – hc look out for patients w/ travel and symptoms 
Level 3 travel advisory for all of china – means reconsider or postpone travel 
Level 4 for Hubei – don’t travel there 
 
Preparing for the situation to possibly worsen 
 
 
18 international locations w/ cases, including US 
CDC reassessed entry strategy – will expand to 20 airports w/ screening  
People who are worried: everyone has a role to help contain. Update travel guidance – so avoid traveling to China. 
Currently flu season- lots of resp disease out there. Wash hands, stay home when sick, etc.  
Follow CDC guidance for how to reduce risk of spreading illness to others 
Close contacts w/ cases, follow guidance, contact HC if needed 
No spread of virus at home (US) 



Risk is still low 
Coming days/weeks will likely bring more cases 
Some person-to-person spread expected 
 
Assisting w/ contact investigations 
Provides education to contacts to prevent spread 
Only a few cases, but doing contact tracing for each one because we think that will help contain 
Thanks everyone for their cooperation 
CDC working w/ partners, thanks everyone 
 
General risk: low, but dependent on exposure 
Some people w/ certain exposures do have higher risk – important for HC to recognize risk and be vigilant 
Assess guidance daily to make improvements 
 
Diagnostics – rapidly developed diagnostic 
Working on next gen diagnostics that can be used at point of care 
Therapeutics – none approved, but ongoing studies initiated using info from SARS and MERS 
Testing some antiviral drugs 
Remdesivir? 
Used Kaletra – two anti retroviral drugs 
Important that get isolates from people here in US 
Monoclonal antibodies – developed as therapeutics for MERS, but not proven  
 May work for this virus, because there are similarities between the viruses 
Will be able to make specific antibodies for nCoV 
Working on vaccine 
 Using sequence for vaccine 
 Might be in phase 1 trial within next 3 months 
  Doesn’t mean it’ll be ready for deployment 
  3 more months for safety, then you go into phase 4 

At phase 4 will also include a reassessment of the situation to decide if we should move forward 
from there. 

 
What is known about asymptomatic transmission? 
Isolated reports of asymptomatic infection from several countries w/ only a few cases. No human-to-human 
transmission in US on our cases. 
 
How long after exposure does testing pick up virus? 
Close contacts – do more than one test to be sure we catch a positive 
 
Asking about CDC helping China? 
CDC wants to get people in to do the work described in the call. They also want more isolates to make sure we can make 
vaccines and drugs that are effective 
 
What does this tell you about coronaviruses in general and what we can do to prevent this in the future? 
Important to emphasize that we don’t know a lot about this virus 
Can’t take what we know about those and apply to this one in terms of source (where did it jump from, was there a 
second vehicle) – cautions against taking information from those and applying here. 
 
Considering declaring public health emergency? 
Will use authority when asked 
Reminds that we only have 5 cases w/ no person-to-person spread 
Won’t hesitate to make sure we take steps needed, but will make sure to do so at the right time 
 



When will additional airport screenings start? 
5 airports have screenings, will be expanding to 20. Important opportunity to educate people so they reduce spread and 
report if they have symptoms. 
 
What happens to the people coming out of Wuhan? Quarantined?  
CDC will be involved, screen them, and will handle on a case by case basis and do what’s appropriate 
 
Close to 50% of cases outside Hubei ? (doesn’t sound right) 
 
China cancelling large gatherings; CDC would like to help 
 
Masks not helpful – don’t need to buy up masks from drug stores 
 
Plans to screen all passengers from China? 
First 5 airports where the ones w/ most direct flights from Wuhan, so they got the closest exam. No more flights from 
Wuhan. Now we have 20 airports w/ enhanced quarantine for anyone from China w/ symptoms, using information 
available. Screening is part of layered approach. The screening gives us an opportunity to screen and provide education. 
All 5 cases were not picked up this way, but they had education and self-reported.  
 
Evacuating Americans from Wuhan? 
We will take all steps necessary to protect Americans. Not aware of critical comments from WHO on this move.  
 
Seems to be conflict between US and China on asymptomatic transmission 
Chinese reported evidence of transmission in asymptomatic phase 
CDC hasn’t been given the data to review ourselves, so we say we haven’t been able to confirm this  
CDC would like to be more directly involved 
CDC won’t go along until they see the data to confirm 
 
Historically, if there is some asymptomatic transmission – that’s not the driver of respiratory outbreaks. Driver is always 
symptomatic.  
 
WHO just announced China will let international experts work w/ them. 
CDC delighted if that is the case 
 
What about funding? In touch w/ members at Congress? 
$105 million directed to support this work; will continue to work w/ Congress if they do need more money 
 
 


